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Emmy, Caroline, and Griffin, 
September RememberersFESTIN’ IN SEPTEMBER

(Tonight is the night where a party is thrown because of the legacy of a senior.  And this year, that 
legacy is left to The Bullsheet’s finest, Griffin Conley (and Jess Cohen).  Writers Caroline Concannon 
and Emmy Ayad made the trek to see just what schemes G Conley was cooking up.  Earth, wind, fire, 

and dirt milkshakes. What more could you ask for, Denison?)

We entered the ‘Snatch at 10:13, prepared for a night of fun and dirt.  Emmy took a leap of faith and 
ordered the dirt milkshake, while Caroline decided to consume fire (the fan-favorite pepperoni pizza 
bagel).  There was also a Windy Soda, but I can’t condone the consumption of Chicago-branded 
products.  We wove through the massive crowd of DogHeads (by fan association, not physical apper-
ance), Third Grade Line Leaders, and Overall Straps, each craning their neck to see who would kick 
the night off.  *note: none of these fanbase names are “official”, but we wouldn’t be upset if they 
were, royalities are always appreciated.  

As Caroline enjoyed her flames (pizza bagel), we looked around the room and were delighted to see 
fellow September-Themed festival enjoyers decorating every corner of the room.  It seemed Sep-
temberfest was so popular, word spread to students at other schools, who came as fast as they could!  
Emmy snuck a longing glance at the number of festival-goers eating a dirt milkshake, as she had not 
gotten hers yet.    Not that she was upset or is still upset about it, but since you asked, some low-life 
out there stole it out from under her innocent and unsespecting nose.  But she’s over it now, don’t 
worry.   She got another one and stopped thinking about it hours ago.

For the better part of the first set, we conveyed our emotions to each other through shouted words 
and over-the-top gestures.  But, after a few failed conversations and horrifying misinterpretations, we 
decided to keep a master Doc to preserve our sanity and friendship.  Here are some of the things we 
had to say:

Boy do those milkshakes look good
IF ONLY I HAD MINE
What, are you guys overworked and 
stressed for a soft open with half the 
school and some rando drifters?? what 
about my milky
Why aren’t more people sitting on each 
others laps.  Let’s get intimate
Test: can you cut a gummy worm with a 
plastic spoon?
You cannot.  Too slippery 
MOSH PIT OPEN THIS PLACE UP
*shopping cart mosh pit
(which is a bunch of guys in a circle doing 
the classic shopping cart dance move) 
Are there paparazzi here?!??

there’s a fuck ton of people here
LOUD
SMALL ROOM
LOUD ROOM
BAD COMBO
I can feel my tinnitus coming back
Erica’s got cool glitter drums
I wish I knew these songs
stg the kirby mural was not here last time 
but I fuck with it
Mansplaining Heave Away. 
Re-experiencing Chichella but it’s inside 
on a Wednesday except Griffin has rhythm 
this time!!!
Jess Cohen is a goddess!!!

We felt it necessary you were only given the important bulletpoints.  And everyone knows those 
are the opinon-based statements that allow little to no constructive criticism.  Happy September!
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This is Caroline leaving me (Emmy) for 
the more enticing light.  After this photo 

was taken, I (Emmy) was alone.
GC and JC groovin’ it up

CA and BG fight tirelessly for the kitchen’s honor.  The 
unsung heros of the night.

The offerings

SG and GC enjoy the sweet, sweet, musings of all the bands at 
this years Septemberfest (I remember what band was playing at 
this point, I just don’t want to tell you).

The lights got wild out there


